SELECTED PROJECT EXPERIENCE
CHILDREN’S PLAY CENTERS

CD+M Lighting Design Group is an international lighting design consultancy comprised of designers whose work encompasses a variety
of markets. Our award-winning design team has extensive experience creating innovative custom lighting plans to enhance architectural
environments. Our clients include leading architects, interior designers and developers in more than 20 countries worldwide.
With staff in the US, UAE, UK and PRC, our designers are fluent in multiple languages, maintain close ties to global manufacturers and suppliers
and have an excellent understanding of how to integrate lighting into both architecture and landscaping.

CLUB DISNEY, THOUSAND OAKS, CA
The Club Disney prototype opened in 1997
as an “imagination-powered playsite” in
Thousand Oaks, Calif., just north of Los
Angeles. The 24,500 SF building featured
four activity areas designed around Disney’s
animated films and six private party rooms
for birthdays and field trips. Ted Ferreira
provided interior and exhibit lighting design
support for project under contract to Walt
Disney Imagineering.

WANNADO CITY, FORT LAUDERDALE, FL
Wannado City in Fort Lauderdale, FL, was a 110,000 SF
children’s theme park. As a prototype, budgetary goals
were aggressively enforced and met at approx. $1.3M
and there was not an applicable energy criteria. Over
300 unique fixture types were specified. The design
concept was to create a miniature city which endlessly
cycles between day and night across the whole interior
of the facility. It was a child-sized representation of a
metropolis where children aged 2–14 could participate
in different careers and other lifelike activities.

PUTERI HARBOUR, JAHOR, MALAYSIA
The popular family theme park houses two
international attractions: Sanrio Hello Kitty Town
and The Little Big Club. Opened in late Oct
2012, it has surpassed the half a million mark on
its first anniversary. Sanrio Hello Kitty Town Hello
Kitty theme park is the first outside of Japan with
attractions and activities including an interactive
theme park experience. The theme park contains
four floors with an area of 80,000 SM. CD+M
worked together with client Forrec on interior public
areas for lighting design.
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